Allowable and Non-Allowable Transfers
Departmental Budget Request (DBR)

I. Allowable Transfers *(Y=1/2 -even/odd fiscal year)
   A. Transfers of budgets between 1Y0000 – 1Y9999 must be coordinated with the budget office
   B. 130000-139XXX-Limited transfers allowable
   C. Transfers of budgets between many accounts in the 200000-279999 ranges are acceptable. The exceptions are as follows:
      • Transfers are allowed between 212XXX accounts but not outside this range
      • Transfers are allowed between 215XXX accounts but not outside this range
      • Transfer are allowed from 212XXX to 215XXX accounts but NOT from 215XXX to 212XXX
      • Transfers are allowed from 215XXX to 2XXXX but not from 2XXXX to 215XXX
      • Transfers are allowed between 240XXX accounts but not outside this range
   D. Transfers of budgets between 400200-400206 accounts are allowable.
   E. Transfers of budgets between 4XXXXX and 5XXXXX to 2XXXXX (residual) accounts can only be initiated by Sponsored Research Services (SRS)
   F. Transfers of budgets between 805110-805999 are acceptable
   G. Transfer of budgets from 13XXXX and 2XXXXX accounts to 81XXXX accounts are acceptable on a limited basis.